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In the back room of New York's trendy Zinc Bar, all the
comics hung their hats, rolled up their sleeves and shared
personal stories with the small-yet-receptive audience as
they always do on the first Friday of every month. 

It's called "Urban Myth," a show where comedians reveal
true-life stories based on that night's topic. This month the
topic was "sexual misadventures," and the comics were all
too eager to share their twisted, nasty and hysterical 
anecdotes with the crowd. So with an intimate beat-era
vibe, comedians took to the room's center to spill their
guts with an open dialogue of uncompromising encounters
and sexual do's and don'ts. 

DC Benny, who missed the premiere of his own Comedy
Central Presents special to MC the event, is a veteran of
the New York comedy circuit and is on the cusp of 
becoming a breakout star. His style is laid back, and each
story mixes a cast of bizarre characters and bent recollections, including tales of women with holes in their throats
giving oral sex, eating raw eels as an aphrodisiac and how he accidentally outed his gay brother after taking him to
an Asian massage parlor for a "happy ending." 

Appropriately following the gay brother story was Danny Cohen, who told of a homoerotic affair he had with an 
Arab man in a park while in Israel. Rachel Feinstein described the time she "almost" lost her virginity to a black thug
named Andre when she was 15. Big Jay Oakerson reminisced about his experience with partner swapping that went
completely wrong for him but so right for his girlfriend, and Southern-accented Alabama native Vic Henley cotributed
an anecdote on the history and myth of the "Magic Wand" vibrator. 

In the similar spirit of VH1 Storytellers and MTV Unplugged, Urban Myth gave the audience a deeper connection to
the comics, revealing more of their personalities and insights than can normally be taken from the stage. That said,
Comedy Central should contact DC Benny and The Show Entertainment about a development deal...quick! 

- Don Sill 
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